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The Last Moustaches:
A Pair of Post-Victorian Poets, 

Subjects Who Survived Their Queen

I

That hardy doubting thomas 
Held his heart in his fist,
4s much to fondle its promise 
4s to keep it pessimist.

II
The Shropshire lad has gone to grass 
As sure as any in his song,
Rut, unlike golden lad or lass,
He lived on love’s old wrong, 
long he looked, and never leapt 
Over brooks in which he wept 
Slow poems -- then in London kept 
With publishers occasional tryst -~
That ancient, celibate ironist.

- - Charles Philbrick
Providence, Rhode Island
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Punk Tr e e

Seven slender
limber
Poles
Stuck knee 
Deep
In brown ground 
Cover smother 
With white 
Paper 
Pasted-on 
Bark
Forth and 
Back
Swaying in the
Blue
Wind.
Tree and wind 
Slicing through 
One
Another
Becoming
Blue-white.

Toad
The toad 
Sits on a 
Mossy brown 
Stone,
Being just 
Like that 
Stone.
His eyes 
Like two 
Drops of 
Black water 
Moving only 
Because of 
Evaporation.
He is
The gargoyle 
Of the woods,
Cold and darky

Then suddenly 
A leitmotif in pink.

- Don Gray
Tampa, Florida
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To shatter the moment with a word, somehow 
to say what is true and yet to have said i 
false false, wrong, like anything done

irreparable. And yet not every moment 
can sustain its pause, the pulse gets in, 
compels a cry, perhaps so soft only

the one who leans against the heart hears 
and hearing, turns looks sees, knows

too much
and in that moment, so given, also dies.

The Compulsion

February

It is sunlight and 
snow falling fast and 
thick. So much happens

every moment
who can stop for it --
or go on -- who must.

- - Cid C orman
Kyoto, Japan
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Bluets
See the slate gravestone:
Seventeen-twenty-nine.

The tail of the seven was drawn 
with chalk 

then carved.
A death's head at the top, 
an egg-shaped sexless face, 
with pointed chin, 
a face the stonecutter drew.
In the side panels, weeping willows, 
their branches crowded downward.

See the shallow carvings
in this country deathplace
far from mausoleums and wax wreaths,
the only flowers bluets.

This leaning slate 
marks a deacon's grave: 
his thirteen children, 
his wives,
their Old Testament names incised, 
names unused for a century, 
charms against damnation.

died in infancy 
died in infancy 
died in infancy

Children in calico 
sucking painted toys.

--Gloria Kenison
Newtonville, Mass.
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Spur Track

On the edge of town 
is a track
that crosses the road
then follows
the flank of a hill.
Asters grow on either side.
between the ties,
and faded grass
and some white-tufted weed
that feeds the wind with seeds.

I saw it one day 
at noon --
the sky was rain-dull.
I saw it
running westward 
between the grass.

Elephant Rock
A turf-colored rock
lies among the sedge-grass
and the salt-pure water
that turns the sand to clay.
Children ride it like an elephant.
Barnacles are glued to it,
hard on hard.
Children scrape their knees 
and stand on top 
to observe a swarm of gulls 
around the weirs 
two miles away.

-  - Gloria Kenison
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Inside Out
A cocoon is woven in the corner of the window.

Threads of feeling bind me tight, 
moth ghost within the skin.
Inside out I see myself, 
split shoe sole, 
heavy, heavy silver ring, 
feather-hair.

I see my hands
draw trembling cobweb lines
with an old black steel pen,
gouge the paper
with a ballpoint;
despair,
and kick the split-soled pointed shoe 
at a demon who
hovers there. New Domicile

I rented this house 
 with a locust tree 
and no back yard, 
only some steps 
and a locust tree.
A ground-floor apartment
on a city street,
and I have this locust tree
to con temp late
and a sift of soot
on the windowsill.

-  - Gloria Kenison

Honest John
I ’ll talk when I have something to say he snapped 
never spoke again
while Girard the fool pirouetted
and sometimes rose in cool green flames.

-- Charles Farber
Springfield, Mass.
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Everything Is Only Sometimes
Impaled upon the pinnacle of a sudden wild 
perception, listening to the delicate tapping 
counterpoint of an unremembered guilt,
I cannot speak of a finality 
for there are days that never end 
and ones that never did 
begin

There is a time when
everything is nothing is anything is 
something is everything is onething is 

There is no time when
everything is everything and nothing 
is nothing

A. All men are brothers
but they have no interchangeable parts

B. The sun mostly sets and it usually rises 
but there is no such thing as spring

C. Some men fast and others diet 
and the good die
too.

But around the ancient ambiguities 
curl certain clear realities: 

the pinprick of people 
the liberty of nudity 
the happiness of yellow 
and always the ever 

am-ness of me

quite often

== Phyllis Onstott Arone
loganspor t, Indiana
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Blind Girl
See, there she sits now, smiling, always smiling 
To her readers, chin cocked up. She laughs 
Stiffly, shaking curls and reconciling 
Her large mouth to gaiety; she coughs 
Too loud. Her voice is discord magnified.
Whitely behind wide lenses her great eyes
Roll inside black circles that divide
Her big square face. Oddly, she relies
On color. Being blind, she dares rash red
Dyes, consistent with her voice -- thick wool
Of sweater matched to stockings, blue skirt spread
Over her tension loosely, so that all
Seems bright and solid. Should she not understand
Shadow, sightless, softness of touch and sound?

-  - Phyllis Rose
Janesville, Wisconsin

Kate
She refused, when the cancer came,
To dignify it with its name
And had pernicious anemia instead,
Succumbing, occasionally, to bed.
Then, pinning the gaps up in her skirt, 
She took her walks and hid the hurt 
In her eyes when we would take our swim 
Or dig for clams. Even the prim 
Neatness remained and the English pride, 
Until the devil struck, and she died, 
leaving to her nervous spouse 
late liberty, and a quiet house.

- - William E. Taylor
Del and, Florida
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How I Oiscovered The Secrets Of Nature 
And Met My Sad End Alas

At first I came, as all the others came,
To swim, to sun, to feel the God-lives-right- 
Next-door-hess of the Great Outdoors. And 
Then the knowledge grew in me, a seed 
That was there always (but benign) a tumor 
lurking in my pancreas. O, I had seen Nature
Many times before -- had studied plastic rubber 
Plants in every bar along Third Avenue, could 
Tell a bedbug from a roach at twenty paces.

Then I came, as all the others came,
To love the bugs and blades of grass, the 
Creeping crawlers, climbing claspers,
Clinging clumps of ragweed raspers, and it 
Dawned on me whilst sitting on a hill 
(Adorned in soft puce bermudas, darkened 
Glasses, and the Will to Win) my job, my 
Message, and my Calling. I must sweep the 
Frost from Nature, thoreauly expose those throes 
The sunshine poet knows when faced with streams.
(Polluted, gurgling merrily to fill the swamps 
With larvae, down by Rivers End)

I took up my quill and parchment, looked 
Around. I thumbed my nose at passing flies 
To dare them, speak a word; I laughed at 
Circling hawks, to mock a killingbird.
Silence thundered. Grim-visaged, I inhaled 
Some Dristan decongestant, flicked ruthlessly 
My ashes in a buttercup, and wrote: "O
Dwellers of the great stone cities -- boozers, 
Harlots, Young execs! Assassinate thy neighbor's 
Window box! The harmless-seeming daisy pours 
Out poison gas at night! Beware the Park! The 
Pigeons are in league!’’ My inspiration rose 
As truth dripped from my brow, and quietly, 
Unheard, behind, there was a rustling in the 
Trees.

-  - Carl Larsen
New York, New York
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THE GIANT GNATS AT THE hungry i
As I was telling my psychiatrist 
the other day. I just can’t stay away 
from Horror Shows. Somehow, a gang of 
monaural monsters, skipping to and fro 
in stereophonic space is all I need 
of Heaven. The one I saw last week 
was called ‘‘Black Menace from the 
Evil Galaxy, ”  and starred a bug named 
Tumac (new-crowned leaded of the Giant 
Gnats), and Princess Luana (the beautiful 
be-jeweled insect who had won his heart). 
Earth, it seems, had faced a fate more 
fearful than formaldehyde: we'd been
attacked by a crew of Freedom Buggers, 
come to picket studios that made the 
Monster Movies. (‘‘Make Space More Safe 
For Things That Crawl!’’) The Mayor of 
Hollywood called Tumac out to reason 
with them -- workers were afraid to cross 
the picket lines, and Hollywood was 
going broke. So Tumac, mandibles a-quiver, 
got up close and asked politely where they 
were from. ‘‘We're from the Dog Star!, 
they all chorused, ’’Woof’’
’’You can’t be Sirius!’’ said Tumac, 
who could never pass a pun. Just then, 
another menace hit the earth, also 
from outer space, and started fighting 
with the cats who picketed. ' We come all 
the way from Bird Land just to get you 
guys!’’ they screeched, ‘‘Tweet-tweet!' ’
So the tweeters (big green things)
and the woofers (small brown things)
started tearing up the turf to beat
the ban, ‘ Klattu Barada Nictu!’’ shouted
Tumac, though he rarely cursed. A green-brown
smog began to cover Hollywood, as 4O,000
monsters clashed on Sunset Boulevard.
The Jr. Chamber of the city’s commerce 
wanted State Militia in, but Tumac, all for
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gradual integration, had the cooler head, 
prevailed. Above the roar of barks and 
snorts his voice rose up: ‘‘Let these weenies
eat each other!’’ and stood back. Soon, 
a camera crew from MGM was on the scene, 
grinding out the back ground shots for a 
new and super epic (which they called 
‘‘The Brown-Green Smog from West L.A..’’), 
so by this time the menaces had pretty 
well disposed of one another, so Tumac 
took out his buggy whip and beat the rest 
off to the hills, where they established 
a new religious sect. Things began to 
quiet down, and he spent the last 8 minutes 
of the movie making big-eyes at Luana, 
who just happened to be there. These movies 
never disappoint me. The earthlings always 
win, and justice (creeping in on wee cat 
feet) triumphs. Except of course they’re 
all the same. (Only the monsters have been 
changed, to protect the writers.) It's a 
shame they don’t give out Academy Awards 
for gall.

- - Carl Larsen

Side Show
believed barker

adults only tent 
went

saw
among the stillborn 

fetuses
Socrates

bleached and creased 
in an

antique jar

- - Duane Locke
Tampa, Florida
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Judas In The Suburbs

he sold out Jesus

for six pats on the bacK 
the committee started 

to offer him 
thirty;

but the energy was needed 
for a fund-raising campaigN 
anyway

with six

he was ecstatic

-  - Duane Locke

Gift

He said give me one thing to hold on to 
Not instant gods or man's progress 
But just one corner of the abyss.

Here it is she replied, here is nothing 
Take it and fake the rest.

- - Arden Macnab

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Madonna On A Bus -- N.Y,C

I saw her on a crowded bus
Creeping up third avenue
Smiling at the bustling fuss
With eyes her pregnancy shone through.

She was a clear skinned Puerto Rican 
Ample arms and breasts and hips 
Her radiance a holy beacon 
Serenity, unpainted lips.

"She must be the Virgin Mother 
Her people's savior in her belly 
Journeying through the city summer 
Underneath the sweltering El. ’’

And then I saw her ugly feet:
Callused, dirty, very fat 
I shook my head and took my seat 
And then I looked again at that 
Plain woman growing matronly.
" So what,’’ I thought, ''she still could be:’’ 
She smiled and propositioned me.

-  - Charles R . Angione
New Providence, New Jersey

The SUN And The COLLEGE
The sun is an electric polisher 
When it shines through the dust 
To allow the landscape to shine.
The college was kind
When it put his impurities aside
And gave him the office.

-  - Sally Saunders
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Driftwood

The ocean carved you 
Abstract of twists and curves 
For it knew
Of the forms in the land and sea and sky.

-- Sally Saunders

GODHOOKED

Monk, in that cell, with God on your back 
Wouldn’t you like to kick?
At night when you gaze through barred window
You must often yearn to be outside
In the bright world of all other men
A pleasant place with women and wine
And pleasure shared in lovewarm bed
Instead of prayer and fasting
Coarse garb and lonely cot
To which you are chained by holy vow
Monk what mystic vision do you see
Mainlining with God and chastity?

- -  James D. Callahan
Torrance, California

New Books by Contributors: New Engl and  S u i t e ,  S e l e c t e d  Poems,  1950- 1962 ( Cha r l e s  P h i l b r i c k )  1962,  Cl ar k e  & Way, N . Y . C . . - $ 4  50: Sun Rock Man (Ci d  Corman) O r i g i n  P e s s  c / o  Henry Henning Books .282 York S t  New Haven 11 Conn - $ 5 . 0 0  sgnd ed : The P l o t  To A s s a s s i n a t e  the  Chase Manhat t an  Bank ( Carl  L a r s e n) 1962,  7 Po e t s  Pr e s s ,  620 Ea s t  6 t h  S t .  (no.  3) ,  N.Y.  9 . N. Y .  - $1 . 0Q;  F r . McNut t  s Not ebook  (James D Cal l ahan)  1963,  Hors Commerce P r e s s ,  22526  S h a d y c r o f t  Ave , Torrance ,  C a l i f .  - $ 1 . 0 0 :  Poem For A Ten Pound  S a i l f i s h  and Ot he r  S o n n e t s  (R R Cu s c a d e n ) 1963.  The E l i z a b e t h  
P r e s s ,  103 Van E t t e n  B v l d . ,  New R o c h e l l e ,  N.Y.  - $ 1 . 0 0
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Up In Michigan
for Marilyn

Up in Michigan, tied by lack 
Of car to town, I could not lose 
Your face among the sad joys of 
Tourists. Where was that place whose

Emptiness failed to match my own? 
Available nymphs in Bermuda 
Shorts were hardly a solution; though 
A dark-haired co-ed one night did

Try an ancient answer to my twenty- 
Eight year question. (I left a book 
By Mann to keep things innocent. )
The town had little else. To look

Further, through queer- crowded bars,
The absurdly healthy college
Crowd on the beach, the dismal stores
Selling postcards by the yardage --

What was I doing there? Well, one 
looks to find, but place and time 
Ban the secrets right next door.
With you then strongly on my mind,

I bought the place’s picture and wrote 
Too true: a shameless ''come to bed’’
Type of thing. Why not? Marriage 
(If nothing else) removes that kind

Of failure. Not that we ever drew 
Admiring cheers from old Eros,
But, at least, we found ourselves 
There -- no need for involved evenings

Of witty sayings, wine glasses,
Holding hands: all the folderol 
The unmarried are forced into.
No, come to bed, sweet doll,

I ’d say ... but that, of course, is past. 
And so I tore that card in two 
And knew, at last, our long and rocky 
Road from love was finally through.



Sunday. My last day up there.
Avoiding crowds hymning their closed
And narrow paths to joy, I set
Out down the beach trail. Some door

I sought that year was bound to open.
The walk edged along the lake,
Crossed the weed-grown dunes. Turned 
Away from sand-clogged thickets, and left

Me stranded in a rout of shacks. No one 
left to sweep the night’s sure drift 
Of sand away from doors, pretend 
That even these were somehow meant

For living. At last (I saw) we fool 
Ourselves no longer, and getting out 
Is all that's left. And nothing leave 
But unkept promises. Yet hard

It was to slit that belly-full 
Of love for you I ’d always had.
Those miserable shacks whined with wind 
And windows gaped in familiar dread.

However much I need your flesh,
You deserve, in all your gentleness,
More from love than I can give.
Take this poem. Take, forget, and live.

Whatever you may need, I am not.

- - R . R. Cuscaden
Chicago, Illinois

Three Senryu: Evaluation
Old men clothed in brown 
solemnly measure my worth. 
Some hang upside down.
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Reprinted from MAINSTREAM (published by Masses & Mainstream, 832 Broadway, New 
York 3, N.Y.) vol. 15, nos. 11-12; Nov. - Dec. 1962.

LITTLE MAGAZINES IN AMERICA —  A SYMPOSIUM, Edited by Walter Lowenfels
a. ..Leslie Woolf Hedley, poet and editor of Inferno Press
b. ..Curtis Zahn, poet, critic, short story writer and associate editor of TRACE
c. ..Millen Brand, poet and novelist
d. ..Carl Larsen, poet and editor, rongWrong, BRAND X, and 7 Poets Press
e. ..Jon Edgar Webb, novelist and editor, THE OUTSIDER
f. ..Jack Lindeman, editor, WHETSTONE
g. ..Philip Stevenson, novelist
h. ..Marvin Malone, editor, WORMWOOD
i. ..Gilbert Sorrentino, editor, NEON, KULCHUR
j. ..Mike Newberry, critic
k. ..Zapata Modesto, writer
l. ..William J. Margolis, editor

MARVIN MALONE. EDITOR, WORMWOOD
What is the role of the little mag in the USA? Well, in as few words as possible

here is one opinion:
a) to champion simulaneously integrity and individuality.
b) to publish the new writers, who for various reasons don't fit into the mass 

consumption mold, and yet who have the ability to communicate something valid.
c) to provide and promote some degree of recognition for these new poets; this fills 

for them a profound need and gives them courage to continue to develop their 
vision. No matter what anyone says, writers must communicate to remain sane.
Words cannot fall into a complete vacuum. 

d) to provide a medium for communication among writers, so that they do not accept 
the mass psychosis because of sheer loneliness.

e) to persist in publication even though the format goes from print, to offset, to 
mimeograph... to persist in spite of the lack of money... to be ingenious....

f) to publish material, ideas and concepts which the masses are not ready to digest, 
cannot digest, will not digest, but will slowly accept as the more adventurous 
"slicks" begin to catch the drift and copy.

g) to air the taboos. Today some of these are l) death in an individual sense,
2) the relativity of individuality, 3) the stasis of culture in the USA at the 
pre World War II level, 4) that teamwork is best for horses, 5) that a breast in 
hand is worth two in the bra, 6) the lack of really VALID work for a MAN to do 
In the USA, and 7) etc.

h) to keep alive the rich American tradition of ironic, intelligent, baiting humor 
(yes, baiting; not biting).

i) to discomfit as much as possible the self-assured literary critics; to set up an 
active dissent against the easy success of X. J. Kennedy, Alan Dugan, et al.

j) to not be pro-Catholic, pro-Protestant, pro-Jewish, or pro-Zen, but be pro
humanity. But even then to be violently pro-anything is to develop a dull, dull, 
little mag. The spirit of Dada is perhaps the best attitude for editors,

k) to be apolitical also. But the border areas are fair game and it is good to 
harass the "Harvard-type pseudo intellectuals" with the amusing aspects of the 
Jack Kennedy— -Elvis Presley Syndrome, the Marilyn Monroe— Jackie Kennedy Identi
fication, the Daddy Warbucks— Ike Complex, the MAD Mag— Madison Ave. symbiosis, 
etc.

l) to prove to the academy poets that it is still possible to write a good love 
poem that is also a good erotic poem.

m) to oppose the idea that "black is black, white is white, and that grey is red."
n) enough, enough... but above all.., to be alive and provocative. OK?

A WORMWOOD REVIEW BROADSIDE





Partners
After heat divests
her of clothes, the roue breeze
caresses her breasts.

EX-
You pass me in haste.
I remember with pleasure 
you, only distaste.

-- Gustave Keyser
Dallas, Texas

déjà vue
Suppose, while sitting in a barber's chair
my hair turned white
not over-night, but suddenly !

And sitting in the dark
light through celluloid revealed
her breasts uplifted
cut into the air. Untouchable
sharper than the thick stuck air
her taunt breasts (impossible!)

Suppose, I turned the page and read 
that which I had already read 
before. I turned
the corner, saw the beast which had 
devoured me the night before.

- -  Peter Spielberg
New York, New York
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It

It leers at me from the mirror 
In the morning,
When my sleep-dazed hand is combing 
My sleep-wild hair.
Blurred, weaker than last night’s teabag 
On today’s saucer,
Is its presence in the bathroom 
But weak or not, it is there.

It is there when I step outside 
Forthe morning paper.
It is there at night,
In the darkness, all around.
It follows me down the street 
Though I cannot see it 
And the footsteps that I hear 
Are merely my own.
It has no special shape or scent or sound 
Nevertheless, I know that it is near.
It stares at me from the shining 
Open faces
Of sunflowers, daisies.
It lurks in the heart of the rose.
It glides off the dew-wet leaves 
In the summer woods 
And scrunches like broken glass 
Under my foot.

It hunches, uninvited, in dim corners 
At noisy, crowded parties, Saturday night.
In the midst of the clinking chinaware 
And the music
It sidles up and silently reminds me
It will always find me
No matter where I go or what I do.

There is one place only
Where it will never follow
And that is on a roller coaster ride.
As I dip and dive through loops 
Of polka-dot air,
My head grows dizzy, my bones are turned to jelly
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And my blood sings out for joy that for a while 
It is free, unfettered as a butterfly 
And the feeling
Is indescribably sweet and light.

But I can't stay up in the air 
Like that all night.
Eventually my freedom, car slows down.
I totter, limp from laughing, to the exit 
And there to meet me is a well-known sight,
Bigger and stronger than before my flight.
After the neon excitement has subsided
And darkness has muffled the last enraptured squeals,
There it is, shambling softly at my heels.

-- Edith Ogutsch
Los Angeles, California

Reformer
Three little girls
were eating pomegranates in the park 
...red smears giggled across their lips.... 
and the October sun fought with clouds.
A boy wrestled a joyous dog 
on the dry brown grass.
An old woman cackled. The pigeons, the sparrows 
jousted for positions in oases 
granted by the gentleness of old men.
Children were edgy with euphoria.
The pale man explored the mysteries 
Of his battered shopping bag, 
furtively ... though with industry..
A toyfaced squirrel sat at the alert, 
awaiting his dole.
Girls flowed by in bouffant pretties,
ponytails and dungarees
and silken clinging things
and they electrified the autumness
with a poignance that caught the throat
of the pale man, lost in his shopping bag.
A quick, sharp, dark man slapped a child,
A mouth organ quavered.
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Then, the world ended for most of them 
with a roar and a thud and a splashing 
and there were voices bawling madness 
in every key
and there were red-stained tatters everywhere.
He didn’t really WANT to throw the bomb,
he told them, but they had MADE him, oh
they had MADE him,
with their teasing
frivolities.

- - 0. W. Crane
Pittsburgh, Pa.

S E A R C H
One professor went mad 
And one jumped out a window

Maybetheworldclosedinonthem.

Or maybe it drew back
While they reached out for it

With trembling wrists 
And pulsing fingers

Seeking sOmething 
That wOuld 
That cOuld 
Stand

STILL

( repOs eFUL ness )
But 
Then
When h%pe 
Qu-ak-e-d aw-a-y

1 professor went (mad)
& 1 jumped 
out the 

win

-- Dorothy Nyren
dow
. Newton Highlands, Mass.
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At The Serpentarium

The guide
Excusably picturesque in helmeted tropical regalia 
Wreathed indolent black folds of snake about his face, 
Crowning himself in false malevolence.

He called a boy from the crowd to touch the snake,
A boy who worked there and knew his part of the show, 
Yet casual and without guile.

Then my turn.
''Just the tail for the lady, ’’
Half-hoping I would elegantly flinch.
So I touched it,
Didn’t shake,
Overcame the in-born, id-born fact of horror.

And saw how secret fears might prove to be 
(If publically avowed)
Smooth to the touch,
Due tile.

''What's like?’’ he said.
' ’Buckskin, linen, grandma’s hound;’’
The rest just grinned.
(It wasn't so bad, )

And one regrets
The lack of some sun-helmeted conspirator 
Who, wreathed in black omnipotence, might allow 
The ambiguous skin of hate and war and such fearsome 

daily reptiles 
Complacently to come 
Under reluctant hands,

There to ground terror 
In touch.

Dorothy Nyren
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The mind is like an onion,
Every layer of thought 
Another skin.
Begin
To strip away the thoughts 
And you will find 
The deeper that you go 
The more you cry.

-- Edith Ogutsch

Peeling

Like Pop Corn For The Crows
Death sits on his shoulder 
casting an evil eye 
on all his days.
Fruit bitters in his mouth.
Beds harden to his touch.
The even waves of sound crash in his ear. 
Fragrance offends his death-sniffed nostrils 
and his cold eyes see winter in the sun.

Shaking my wise head 
I watch this miser 
spendthrift the last of time, 
heedlessly spilling my own days 
like pop corn for the crows.

- - Carolyn Hoggins

Plainview, Texas
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Spit-Shine
The dinner, finished, is done. I fold
& fold the square
linen
napkin that my lap’s 
like -- clean -- & wedge it 
somewhere under china 
& the high-powered crystal, 
somewhere between all that juice 
& dry table, somewhere
out of sight. All napkins are weapons 
used to intimidate us 
into non-salivation,
to keep us cultured in the sight of food. Try 
it. (Eat sometime. ) It all tastes 
like napkin, when they're this clean.
I tried it. It was napkin, it was delicious 
tablecloth, it was a form of parch.
Now, in this moment of culture,
I choke on it, & drool -- 
I need a water, some glass, 
a napkin for my shoe; I want to 
swallow & wipe with my sleeve.

- Marvin Bell
Iowa City, Iowa

received and worth noting: . . „ . . , . . . * ....... -
T h e  e x c e l l e n t  t i t l e  p o e m  o f  C r i s t o p h e r  P e r r e t ' s n e w  b o o k ,  B L O O D  AND O T H E R  P O E M S ,  ( Ou t p o s t s  P u b l i c a t i o n s  Dulwi ch V i l l a g e ,  Engl  and, 1963,  $1.  50) a p p e a r e d  i n  WR: 2.F e l i x  P o l l a k  ( t h e  F e l i x  Anse lm in WR: 8) h a s  a u t h o r e d  t h e  C A S T L E  AND THE F L A W (E l i  zabe t h  Pr e s s , 10 3 Van E t t en  B l v d .  , 
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I have lost everything once,
I have heard a handful of dirt 
scatter like rain on the last 
crib of my youngest child.

Once I lay dead in the soaked grass.
Curious insects drummed my head,
Worms came up under my legs.
My head emptied myself into the humming grass.

I remember the night 
the star fell toward us.
We covered ourselves with our arms.
Our screams were part of the star's scream.
Our bodies snapped together 
like firecrackers.

You, and then I.
Or all of us together.
I have seen it all lost, everything.

Now it is morning. Our eyes open.
We remember each other.
Love enters our graves like sunlight.

We wake for this round of minutes 
sliding like drops of honey over the clock.
The Oriole's song. Do you hear it?
The orange sun, like drops of acid, 
ruins the clock’s face.

Now we are born again in nowhere, 
in a drop of the sun 
sliding over the earth, 
eating the numbers and letters.
We are born again
in the heavy sweetness of morning.
There is nothing to lose. We have given it all away.

- - Dolores Stewart
 Pembroke, Mass.

Morning
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A Sly-Tongued Beggar 
To A Big Audience

Who do you put your nickles on? Some local hero?
Some body different, odd? Or someone I know?
I beg nickles for sagas, Why not? I've read 
epitaph carved on crib, babes’ taunt to the dead.
I hear what's said. So give me your small change,
Thrones built on nickles are hardly strange,
and I singsong good fortune. Buy in on what's said

before I ’m dead.
Got a nickle?

Nickles are necessary. Each five-fold advance 
outflanks some silence, Take a chance?
Take a handful of future. Texts await your choice.
Yang echoes, Yin reechoes, edicts of your voice 
Some one’s handout approved and made known 
Epictetus in the pit, Aurelius on the throne.
Now what’s heads or tails? Say, any chance

that bold face is your own? 
All that -- on a nickle?

Faceless, but face up, I sit and hold 
my hat to the sunlight. If you’ve got no gold, 
how about a throwaway? If you say, don’t invoke 
a measure of heroes, I ’ll merely joke 
about pennyworth patriots. Or would you be shown 
men disfigured by luck, money struck, alone?
They wait to be sold. Say, can you spare

a nickle here, 
a nickle there?

-- Sam Bradley
Honey brook, Pa.
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On The Farm -- Age Four
The weeds grow round 
The windows, briars 

With the light on the jay,
Past the dump, rust

There's love in the shadows,
They bloom on dark lawns 
And the love is cool.

In the dark 
Of house and trees 

A white dress 
Plays croquet.

The leaves are happy
And move so in the wind.

The shadows of the leaves
On house walls are summer

It is distant past the trees,
A humming of crickets, a 

Horizon of provider, and seashore 
And ice cream.

Battery

There you were, poet, reading about the bootleggers 
And listening to the radio,
When suddenly the music stopped.

As it had in that sudden wind of June off the Battery 
When Allane moved down the deck of the ferry 
And shouted that you, though cold in eye,

Were what she could cook and lie for, accepting
ashtrays

On the brow and furniture scattered on the lawn.
The music did not just lose its form; it stopped.

She always used to just like to sit in the sun,
In a park, on a blanket, sit in the sun on Saturday 
Until the music began again like the warning of



Polite leaves by the window open to the unloving bed 
And snoring despair of one who cried at the raising

the shades,
And the old music sighed, then whistled in her bones,

as she left,

- - David Standish

Providence, Rhode Island

Variation on Wliittier’s "Telling the Bees"
Swift from the hill 
The path runs.
One year ago 
I touched her here,
Warm in the sun 
Under the June 
Fragrance of clover.

Above the red 
Barred gate and fence 
The white, clashed horns 
Of the cattle rippled 
Against blue brilliance,
And the black poplars 
lay on the sky.

Now the bees crawl 
Back to the hive,
Creped in the evening 
Chill. Doves call.
The sun drops down,
Magenta, grave 
In the orange sky.

-- Louise Morse

Storrs, Connecticut
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Storm Time

And now, getting on toward storm time,
The afternoon goes bloodless, white.
The fever, fire in the brain,
The wheeling dream, slicing light 
Fade, and all is quiet, sane.

This, we pray, is the way with age. 
Thunder is young, but cold rain 
Penetrates the old bone,
Nightmare never vexes sleep,
And the dream is deep, deep.

-- William E . Taylor
DeLand, Florida

tide, tears ; and
stars in the black heeled shy. 

an empty surf whispers at an empty beach
and echoes in three short waves its

yes ter day.
even the moon reflects one tomorrow only 

its monster head pale white.

a lone whimper of land 
weak, broken finger in the acid sea

lies immovable, 
yet dies grain by grain, 

powerless to the softest wave.

gull-cry
morning rain

one cloud moves its sated head
and
drops

- - J. Robbins Peterson
Mansfield Center, Conn.
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Four Letter Five Letter
Four letter five letter,

Chalked words crayoned,
Walls, subway cars, wherever -- 

In and out the same old words 
That jostle like Japanese beetles on a leaf, 
Marks are getting more literate -- literary, 

Chalked comment,
This arcade should open sooner 

Crayoned memo,
Next week we have got to get organized,

Off the chest
I hate Mildred I hate Nancy I hate Joan 

I hate I hate

Poeticizing
Carmine de Sapio is a 14 carat sap,

Young Dragons have slain their thousands,
The Dukes their ten thousands,

Philosophizing
We are put here for a reason,

Just plain
I don’t want fresh air,

Editorializing
Peace by 1971 with or without people,

Social protest
Too many Kennedys 

Succinct Quill stinks,
BILGE across the brow of I got my job through 

Self expression
Would drop dead if I did not talk 

Profiles
Marty is conceited and stuck up,
Janet has awful eye-brows,

Teachers’ delight 
Ain't isn’t good 

Paeon
Viva Fidel Viva Raoul Viva Che,
Countered by Castrate Castro,
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local news
Our basketball team will fail this year 
On account of Eddie’s on it,

Personals
Wilbur, I've gone to buy some knishes, 
Marge I left the key under the geraniums 

Consumer report
Arrow to a gargantuan pill on a poster, 

Actual Size 
How do I love me?

I love me I myself my shadow I me 
Eye poem

HELL
o

- - Emilie Glen
New York, New York

Johnny Rigoletto

I have a vision
of a scarred old dwarf in woolens 
hunching down a cobblestone alley 
beneath a flat yellow moon, 
and his rind face
which he lifts and opens for the merest second 
is the emptiness of a cold volcano.

That is Johnny Rigoletto
whose daughter lost her cherry to the Duke, 
the nobles tickled her feet while he did it, 
now her father hunches down the alley, 
sniffed by dogs 
an archetype of the Fool 
musing on the greater evil.

-- Gerald Ivan Locklin
Tucson, Arizona
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A Poetry-Lover's Mother Goose
Bitters, bitters everywhere, and nothing else for

drinking.
The albatross will get you if you don't stop thinking.

Four and twenty iambs jammed into a poem,
Crusty, sour and just half- baked, but even as a dome,

little Jack Scorner sat in a corner 
Making a humble pie.
A line sounded placid, he added some acid,
And said, ''Would you rather I ’d h e ? ’’

Mary Mary quite contrary, how does your volume go? 
'What are little poems made off 
What are little poems made of?

Scowls and bowels and underdog’s howls,
And everything you’re afraid of.
Hey fiddle faddle, the masochist’s paddle,
The swish ran away with the loon.
My analyst laughed to see such craft,
And he says he’ll be done with me soon!’’

- - Rosellen Brown
Cambridge, Mass.

On First Looking Into Chapman’s Barn
Oh, the pigeons flew, 

as pigeons do, 
and splat, 

splat, 
splat,
fell their residue.

-- M. K. Book
Lincoln, Nebraska
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